Global Outdoor Posting Guidelines

Date: Updated September 2023

Site Types, Posting Periods and Removal Periods

N.B. Posting Periods and Removal Periods for long-term displays may differ from the timings set out below – details are available upon request from Contractor.

1. TRADITIONAL SITES – GREAT BRITAIN

(a) London Underground and London Rail – Tube Car Panels ("TCPs")

Site Types

TCPs, including Waterloo & City Line TCPs. This shall include options for wholecarriage – TCPs or whole train TCPs.

Posting Period

Posting of new Advertisement Copy begins on the Tuesday night prior to the Start Date. While new Advertisement Copy is being posted to the TCP expired Advertisement Copy will be being removed.

Posting of new Advertisement Copy can take up to nine (9) days, finishing on the Wednesday night (or early morning of the Thursday) after the Start Date.

Removal Period

Advertisement Copy on TCPs begins to be taken down on the Tuesday night prior to the End Date, and will continue to be taken down until the Wednesday night (or early morning of the Thursday) after the End Date.
(b) London Underground and London Rail - other Site Types

Site Types


Posting Period

Posting of new Advertisement Copy begins on the Tuesday night prior to the Start Date. While new Advertisement Copy is being posted, expired Advertisement Copy or blank Advertisement Copy will be being removed.

Posting of new Advertisement Copy can take up to nine (9) days, finishing on the Wednesday night (or early morning of the Thursday) after the Start Date.

Removal Period

Advertisement Copy begins to be taken down on the Tuesday night prior to the End Date, and will continue to be taken down until the Wednesday night (or early morning of the Thursday) after the End Date.

(c) Bus

Site Types


Posting Period

Posting of new Advertisement Copy begins on the Sunday night prior to the Start Date. While new Advertisement Copy is being posted, expired Advertisement Copy will be being removed. Posting of new Advertisement Copy can take up to four (4) days, finishing on the Wednesday night (or early morning of the Thursday) after the Start Date.
Removal Period

Advertisement Copy will begin to be taken down on the Sunday night (the End Date) and will continue to be taken down until the Wednesday night (or early morning of the Thursday) after the End Date.

(d) National Rail

Site Types


Posting Period

Posting of new Advertisement Copy begins on the Sunday prior to the Start Date. While new Advertisement Copy is being posted, expired Advertisement Copy will be being removed. Posting of new Advertisement Copy can take up to six (6) days, finishing on the Friday after the Start Date.

Removal Period

Advertisement Copy will begin to be taken down on the Sunday night (the End Date) and will continue to be taken down until the Friday night after the End Date (or early morning of the Saturday).

(c) Roadside

48 sheets, 6-sheets & Phone Kiosks Site Types: 48 sheets, 6-sheet, Phone Kiosks

Posting Period

Posting of new Advertisement Copy begins on the Sunday and finishes on the Friday after the Start Date. While new Advertisement Copy is being posted, expired Advertisement Copy or blank Advertisement Copy will be being removed.

Removal Period

Advertisement Copy will begin to be taken down on the Sunday night (the End Date) and will continue to be taken down until the Friday night after the End Date (or early morning of the Saturday).
2. TRADITIONAL SITES – NORTHERN IRELAND

(a) Northern Ireland retail 6 sheets

Site Types

6 sheets, Illuminated 6 sheets, Scrolling 6 sheets, Storepoints.

Posting Period

Posting of new Advertisement Copy begins on the Monday (the Start Date) and finishes on the Wednesday after the Start Date. While new Advertisement Copy is being posted, expired Advertisement Copy or blank Advertisement Copy will be being removed.

Removal Period

Advertisement Copy begins to be taken down on the Monday after the End Date, and will continue to be taken down until the Wednesday after the End Date.

(b) Northern Ireland retail trolleys

Site Types

Tesco trolley handles.

Posting Period

Posting of new Advertisement Copy begins on the Sunday morning prior to the Start Date and finishes on the Wednesday after the Start Date. While new Advertisement Copy is being posted, expired Advertisement Copy or blank Advertisement Copy will be being removed.

Removal Period

Advertisement Copy will begin to be taken down on the Sunday morning (the End Date), and will continue to be taken down until the Wednesday after the End Date.

(c) Roadside 48 sheets

Site Types

48 sheets.

Posting Period

Posting of new Advertisement Copy begins on the Monday (the Start Date) and finishes on the Wednesday after the Start Date. While new Advertisement Copy is being posted, expired Advertisement Copy or blank Advertisement Copy will be being removed.
Removal Period

Advertisement Copy will begin to be taken down on the Monday after the End Date, and continue to come down until the Wednesday after the End Date.

(d) Bus

Site Types


Posting Period

Posting of new Advertisement Copy begins on the Sunday night prior to the Start Date. While new Advertisement Copy is being posted, expired Advertisement Copy will be being removed.

Posting of new Advertisement Copy finishes on the Wednesday night after the Start Date.

Removal Period

Advertisement Copy in framed posters will begin to be taken down on the Sunday night (the End Date) and continue to come down until the Wednesday night after the End Date.

3. DIGITAL SITES – GREAT BRITAIN

(a) Digital sites: all Site Types

Advertisement Copy is uploaded for the Display Period (e.g. for 10 seconds in each loop for such Site during the hours of display agreed for each Site Type).

(b) Digital sites: London Underground

Site Types

All London Underground digital formats (including DEPs, LCDs, XTP and DX3).

Loop durations as at 1 June 2015 (subject to change):

- DEPs: 90 seconds
- LCDs: 30 seconds
- XTP/DX3: 120 seconds
Packages (hours of display)

Monday – Friday

- Morning Commuter: 6am-10am.
- Daytime Consumer: 10am-4pm.
- Evening Consumer: 4pm-7pm.
- Entertainer: 7pm-midnight.

Saturday/Sunday

- Weekend Consumer: 6am-5pm.
- Weekend Entertainer: 5pm-midnight.

Friday/Saturday – Night Tube only*

- Night Tube: midnight-6am

*Note that Night Tube hours only apply on certain lines (e.g. Jubilee, Victoria, and parts of the Piccadilly, Central and Northern Lines).

(c) Digital sites: Westfield

Site Types

LCDs & LEDs.

Loop durations as at 1 June 2015 (subject to change):

- LCDs: 60 seconds

- LEDs:
  - Centre Spectacular (WFL) 120 seconds
  - Entrance Landmark (WFL) 40 seconds
  - Atrium Landmark (WFL) 60 seconds
  - Meridian Square (WFS) 40 seconds
  - North Star (WFS) 40 seconds
  - Stratford Skyline (WFS) 40 seconds
  - Four Dials (WFS) 120 seconds

Packages (hours of display)

Monday-Sunday: 8am-midnight.
(d) Digital sites: One New Change and London Designer Outlet

Site Types

LCDs.

Loop durations as at 1 June 2015 (subject to change):

- LCDs: 60 seconds

Packages (hours of display)

Monday-Sunday: 8am-midnight.

(e) Digital sites: Other Sites in England, Wales and Scotland

As agreed with the Principal.

4. OTHER SITE TYPES

Any other Site Type set out in the Confirmed Order (an "Other Site Type").

The Posting Period and Removal Period for an Other Site Type will be as set out in the Confirmed Order or, if not set out in the Confirmed Order, the Posting Period and Removal Period set out above for the Site Type that is most similar to the Other Site Type (and the Principal may request Global at any time to confirm what the Posting Period and the Removal Period are).